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Surge of Power: Revenge of the
Sequel Hits Theaters

 CASEY BOWKER — DECEMBER 4, 2017

“A must-see for fans of the TV Avengers, the Fantastic Four 
and the Hulk” — Buzzfeed

“Packed with fun, stars and a message” — Hu�ngton Post

Surge of Power Enterprises is proud to announce the theatrical debut of the long-anticipated sequel to the
groundbreaking and lighthearted superhero movie “Surge of Power: The Stu� of Heroes.”  “Surge of Power:
Revenge of the Sequel” will begin with a weeklong run in Los Angeles before �ghting crime in additional cities.
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Creator Vincent J. Roth returns to the cape-clad title role of Surge, cinema’s �rst out gay superhero.  Roth is joined
by a star-studded cast representing the forces of good and evil including “Star Trek” alums Nichelle Nichols and
Robert Picardo, comedian Bruce Vilanch, “SuperFriends!” Shannon Farnon, Academy Award nominee Eric
Roberts, The Exorcist’s Linda Blair, “Buck Rogers in the 25th Century” star Gil Gerard and the original Incredible
Hulk Lou Ferrigno.  The award-winning �lm has screened at festivals and conventions across the globe, taking
home prizes for Best Comedy, Best Villain, Best Special E�ects and Most Inspirational Lead Character.

Surge of Power: Revenge of the Sequel will open January 5 in Los Angeles, expand to New York on January 19 and
continue nationwide.

 

O�cial Description:

Surge’s nemesis, the Metal Master, is out of jail and trying to reconcile with his estranged parents (Blair,
Gerard) and tempted to continue a life of crime by Augur (Roberts), archnemesis of the wise Omen
(Nichols, Picardo).  Augur sends Metal Master to Las Vegas for mysterious crystals.  Needing more crime
�ghting help, Surge activates the arti�cial intelligence in the Surgemobile (Vilanch, Farnon). Augur emerges
from the shadows back in Big City, causing Omen to step into the fray, which alerts The Council, a
supervillain cabal bent on world domination.  Facing more enemies than ever before, Surge must do
whatever it takes to save mankind.

Surge of Power: Revenge of the Sequel - O�cial Movie Trailer

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-r9li4ugoS0
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I'm a huge geek who loves to travel and watch movies, play with toys and video
games, and read comics. I started this blog to share my love of geekly
adventure in all it's entertaining forms!
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